
About Scientific and Production 

Association CJSC Christmas+



Scientific and Production Association CJSC Christmas+ is one of the 
leading innovative companies in Russia in the field of development 
and production of  training equipment.

More than 20 years the company specializes on issues of complex 
equipment in educational institutions at all levels, starting from 
preschool to higher professional education.



The Company completes the school laboratories and equips different 
educational institutions at the advanced level.

We produce the special educational equipment, unique in Russia, that 
is designed by the Company’s specialists for ecological practicum as 
well as for educational and search work for schoolchildren and 
students.



The characteristic feature of the specialization of our production is an 
orientation for chemical express environmental control, solving 
environmental management and resource conservation tasks, 
engineering environmental protection, life safety, and health 
protection.

The produced training equipment is designed for 
environmental assessment of the state of various 
environmental objects, i.e. water, air, soil, food.

The characteristic feature of the specialization of our 
production is an orientation for chemical express 
environmental control, solving environmental 
management and resource conservation tasks, 
engineering environment, soil, food.



We offer the wide range of instrumentation for educational tasks, i.e. from 
simple test systems and spot tests, difficult test packages and mini express 
laboratories to field laboratories, educational materials and multi-function 
complexes of laboratory equipment.



Among our most popular products there are following articles: field 
laboratories for water test NKV; mini express laboratories “Pchelka-U” (with 
5 special modifications to learn various natural-science subjects); ecology-
chemistry-biology class-package, food control express laboratories; test 
packages for chemical control of natural water composition and 
contaminations; set for amusing chemical experiments named “Junior 
Chemist”; and sets for children “Magic experiments from Christmas+” and 
others.

Field laboratories for 
water test NKV-R

Mini express laboratories 
“Pchelka-U”

Ecology-chemistry-biology               
class-package

“Junior Chemist”

Sets for children 
“Magic experiments”



All our products have certificates and detailed illustrated user manuals.

Produced equipment allows to organize pedagogical process in 
accordance with requirements of valid Russian State Educational Standard.



We are the full-cycle Company, i.e: we design the equipment, produce it and realize 
it both through the shops and internet-stores and through dealer network with more 
than 50 companies in Russia and neighboring countries.

Also, CJSC Christmas+ has its own Educational Center for a few years. One of its 
main work trends is to organize and provide informational and educational seminars 
for students and concerned education workers. At these seminars our specialists 
present to learners the Christmas+’s educational equipment for ecological practicum 
and study-and-search work, provide practice on environmental and food express-
estimation methods; ecological, subject and special practicums; educational 
ecological research; summer field trainings and camps etc.



The company is certified as per Standard GOST ISO 9001:2015, same as 
ISO 9001:2008 and correspond completely to strict requirements of this 
Standard.

This correspondence is confirmed by annual audit results.

Our company strictly fulfills the requirements specified by international 
standards. This is proved by transparency of all processes in company, as 
well as is the guaranty of quality of goods and services.



Main office, department of deliveries,
publishing house, educational centre:

191119, St. Petersburg, K.Zaslonov street, 6
Ph.: (812) 575-50-81, 575-55-43, 575-57-91, 575-54-07

Fax: (812) 325-34-79
E-mail: info@christmas-plus.ru


